


Vertical
For a vertical, size the photo to the width of the 
guides, then move the text box and logo up/down so 
the bottom of the red of the logo lines up with bottom 
of photo. 



Horizontal
For a horiontal, size the photo to the width of the 
margins, then move the text box and logo up/down 
so red of logo lines up with bottom of photo. 



Group
Size like the horizontal, then move the second photo, 
text and logo up/down as necessary. The secondary 
photo could go above or below this text. 



Two Verticals
Drop your photos into the respective 
boxes, fit content proportionately, 
and move content to the top of the 
box. Then move the text box and logo 
up/down so red of logo lines up with 
bottom of photo (if you need to put 
the taller photo on the left, you’ll need 
to move this text box down.)



Two Horizontals
You can make the boxes narrower to take up less 
room vertically, or just delete this box. Try to keep 
space between photos 0.4 inches. 



Brian Fitzgerald is an editorial and commercial 
portrait photographer based out of Portland, Maine. 
Brian is exceptionally easy to get along with and 
brings that attitude to each and every project he 
takes on. He is a prolific shooter, always with camera 
in hand and ready to go.  In over 20 years as a working 
photographer, Brian has photographed farmworkers, 
CEOs, Presidents and everyone in between. 

Brian is foremost a storyteller. Equally comfortable 
inside and outside his studio, Brian loves the 
nuances of lighting, whether for a simple portrait or 
to capture an 18-wheeler barreling down the highway. 

He’s a good communicator and might just be the 
most organized artist you’ll ever meet. Brian is flexible, 
adaptable and approaches his jobs with a creative, 
can-do attitude.  He can bring in a team of associates 
to tackle any project — no matter the size or scope. 

Brian has a wife, Beth, a daughter named Maggie 
and a spunky pug named Fred.  He likes spicy food, 
reading Russian and watching odd movies.
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